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Why We Did This Project 
 
We performed this audit to 
assess the U.S. Chemical 
Safety and Hazard Investigation 
Board’s (CSB’s) compliance 
with performance measures 
outlined in the fiscal year 
(FY) 2019 Inspector General 
(IG) reporting instructions for 
the Federal Information 
Security Modernization Act of 
2014 (FISMA).  
 
The FY 2019 IG FISMA 
Reporting Metrics outlines five 
security function areas and 
eight corresponding domains to 
help federal agencies manage 
cybersecurity risks. The 
document also outlines five 
maturity levels by which IGs 
should rate agency information 
security programs: 
 

• Level 1, Ad Hoc. 

• Level 2, Defined. 

• Level 3, Consistently 
Implemented. 

• Level 4, Managed and 
Measurable. 

• Level 5, Optimized. 
 
This report addresses the 
following CSB goal: 
 

• Preserve the public trust by 
maintaining and improving 
organizational excellence.  

 
 
 
Address inquiries to our public 
affairs office at (202) 566-2391 or 
OIG_WEBCOMMENTS@epa.gov.  
 

List of OIG reports. 

 

  

CSB’s Information Security Program Is Defined, but 
Improvements Needed in Risk Management, Identity 
and Access Management, and Incident Response 
 
  What We Found 
 
We assessed the maturity of the CSB’s 
information security program at Level 2, Defined. 
A Level 2 designation means that the CSB’s 
policies, procedures and strategies are formalized 
and documented but not consistently 
implemented. To determine the CSB’s maturity 
level, we reviewed the five security function areas outlined in the FY 2019 IG 
FISMA Reporting Metrics: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recovery. We 
also reviewed the eight corresponding domains: Risk Management, Configuration 
Management, Identity and Access Management, Data Protection and Privacy, 
Security Training, Information Security Continuous Monitoring, Incident 
Response, and Contingency Planning. While the CSB has policies, procedures 
and strategies for many of these function areas and domains, improvements are 
still needed in: 
 

• Risk Management—The CSB neither identified nor defined its procedures 
for identifying, assessing or managing supply chain risks for the agency’s 
information systems. 

 

• Identity and Access Management—The CSB lacks processes to allow 
users to access its systems with Personal Identity Verification cards. This 
issue was identified in a previous Office of Inspector General audit (Report 
No. 19-P-0147), and the CSB plans to complete corrective actions to resolve 
the deficiency by March 31, 2020.  
 

• Incident Response—The CSB did not define incident handling processes 
specific to eradication in its incident response procedures. 

 
Appendix A contains the results of our FISMA assessment.  
 

  Recommendations and Planned Agency Corrective Actions 
 
We recommend that the CSB (1) define and document risk management 
procedures for identifying, assessing and managing supply chain risk and 
(2) define and document incident handling capabilities for the eradication of 
security incidents.  

 
The CSB agreed with our recommendations and provided or completed 
acceptable corrective actions. Corrective action is pending for Recommendation 1 
and complete for Recommendation 2. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Inspector General 

At a Glance 

The CSB lacks documented 
procedures to address 
information technology 
risks and threats from 
cybersecurity incidents. 

mailto:OIG_WEBCOMMENTS@epa.gov
mailto:OIG_WEBCOMMENTS@epa.gov
http://www2.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/oig-reports
http://www2.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/oig-reports
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February 12, 2020 

 

Kristen Kulinowski, Ph.D. 

Interim Executive Authority and Member 

U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 

1750 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite 910  

Washington, D.C. 20006 

 

Dear Dr. Kulinowski: 

 

This is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) report on the 

audit of the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board’s (CSB’s) compliance with the 

Federal Information Security Modernization Act (FISMA) of 2014. This report represents the opinion of 

the OIG and does not necessarily represent the final CSB position. The final determination on matters in 

this report will be made by CSB managers in accordance with established audit resolution procedures.  

 

Your office provided or completed acceptable corrective actions in response to OIG recommendations. 

Corrective action is pending for Recommendation 1 and complete for Recommendation 2. No final 

response to this report is required. However, if you submit a response, it will be posted on the OIG’s 

website, along with our memorandum commenting on your response. Your response should be provided 

as an Adobe PDF file that complies with the accessibility requirements of Section 508 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended. The final response should not contain data that you do not want 

to be released to the public; if your response contains such data, you should identify the data for 

redaction or removal along with corresponding justification. 

 

We will post this report to our website at www.epa.gov/oig. 

 

       Sincerely, 

 

        

        

       Sean W. O’Donnell 

       

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

 
THE INSPECTOR GENERAL 

http://www.epa.gov/oig
http://www.epa.gov/oig
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Purpose 
 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) performed this audit to assess the 

U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board’s (CSB’s) compliance 

with the fiscal year (FY) 2019 Inspector General (IG) reporting metrics for the 

Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA). 
 

Background 
 

Under FISMA, agency heads are responsible for providing information security 

protections commensurate with the risk and magnitude of harm resulting from the 

unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification or destruction of 

information and information systems.1  
 

Each fiscal year, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and the Office of 

Management and Budget issue an IG FISMA Reporting Metrics template for the 

IG of each federal agency to use to assess the agency’s information security 

program. The FY 2019 IG FISMA Reporting Metrics,2 which can be found in 

Appendix A, identifies eight domains within the five security functions defined in 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for 

Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (Figure 1).3 This cybersecurity 

framework provides agencies with a common structure for identifying and 

managing cybersecurity risks to critical infrastructure across the enterprise.  
 

Figure 1: FY 2019 cybersecurity framework security function areas and domains 

 
Source: OIG-created graphic based on FY 2019 IG FISMA Reporting Metrics information.  

                                                 
1 44 U.S.C. § 3554(a)(1)(A). 
2 FY 2019 Inspector General Federal Information Security Modernization Act of 2014 (FISMA) Reporting Metrics, 

Version 1.3, dated April 9, 2019. These metrics were developed as a collaborative effort between the Office of 

Management and Budget, the Department of Homeland Security, and the Council of the Inspectors General on 

Integrity and Efficiency, in consultation with the Federal Chief Information Officer Council. 
3 Executive Order 13636, Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, was issued February 19, 2013, and 

directed NIST to develop a voluntary framework based on existing standards, guidelines and practices to reduce 

cyber risks to critical infrastructure. 
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https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/fisma_metrics_v1.3_final_508c.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/fisma_metrics_v1.3_final_508c.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/executive-order-improving-critical-infrastructure-cybersecurity
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/executive-order-improving-critical-infrastructure-cybersecurity
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The effectiveness of an agency’s information security program is based on a 

five-tiered maturity model spectrum (Table 1). An agency’s IG is responsible for 

annually assessing the agency’s rating along this spectrum by determining 

whether the agency possesses the required policies, procedures and strategies for 

each of the eight domains. The IG makes this determination by answering a series 

of questions about the domain-specific criteria that are presented in the annual 

IG FISMA Reporting Metrics template.  

 

An agency must fully satisfy each maturity level before it can be evaluated at the 

next maturity level. This approach requires the agency to develop the necessary 

policies, procedures and strategies during the foundational levels (1 and 2). The 

advanced levels (3, 4 and 5) describe the extent to which the agencies have 

institutionalized those policies and procedures.  

 
Table 1: Maturity model spectrum 

Maturity level Description 

1 Ad Hoc Policies, procedures and strategies are not formalized; activities are 
performed in an ad hoc, reactive manner. 

2 Defined Policies, procedures and strategies are formalized and documented 
but not consistently implemented. 

3 Consistently 
Implemented 

Policies, procedures and strategies are consistently implemented, but 
quantitative and qualitative effectiveness measures are lacking. 

4 Managed and 
Measurable 

Quantitative and qualitative measures on the effectiveness of policies, 
procedures and strategies are collected across the organization and 
used to assess them and make necessary changes.  

5 Optimized Policies, procedures and strategies are fully institutionalized, 
repeatable, self-generating, consistently implemented and regularly 
updated based on a changing threat and technology landscape and 
business/mission needs. 

Source: FY 2019 IG FISMA Reporting Metrics. 

 
Responsible Offices 
 

The CSB is an independent federal agency that is responsible for investigating 

industrial chemical accidents at fixed industrial facilities to determine the 

conditions and circumstances that led to the accidents, so that similar events 

might be prevented. As the agency head, the CSB’s Chief 

Executive Officer is responsible for agency 

administration.4 The CSB’s Chief Information Officer, 

who reports to the Chief Executive Officer, supervises the 

administration of the information technology security 

program and oversees the CSB’s compliance with FISMA 

requirements. The Chief Information Officer also reports 

to the agency head regarding the progress of remedial 

actions on the agency’s information security program. 

                                                 
4 The current title for the “Chief Executive Officer” role is “Interim Executive Authority and Member.” 

  

The CSB investigated an explosion and fire 
at the AB Specialty Silicones facility in 
Waukegan, Illinois. (CSB photo) 
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Scope and Methodology 
 

We conducted this audit from June to November 2019 in accordance with 

generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that 

we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to 

provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions. We believe that the 

evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our conclusions based on our 

audit objective.  

 

During our audit, we assessed whether the CSB exceeded Maturity Level 1, 

Ad Hoc, for each of the 67 questions for the eight domains in the FY 2019 IG 

FISMA Reporting Metrics. We conducted a risk assessment of the FY 2019 IG 

FISMA metrics to determine whether changes made to the underlying criteria of 

the FISMA metric questions significantly changed since the FY 2018 audit.  

 

We also evaluated the new FY 2019 criteria to assess whether they significantly 

changed the CSB’s responses to the overall metric questions since the FY 2018 

audit. We assessed each new criterion as either:  

 

• High Risk—The Office of Management and Budget introduced new 

reporting metrics, or the CSB made significant changes to its information 

security program since the FY 2018 audit for the identified metric 

question.  

 

• Low Risk—The CSB made no significant changes to its information 

security program since the FY 2018 audit for the identified metric 

question.  

 

We relied on our responses to the FY 2018 CSB FISMA metric questions to 

answer the FY 2019 metric questions rated as low risk, and we conducted 

additional audit work to answer the questions rated as high risk.  

 

We limited our assessment to determine whether the agency possessed the noted 

policies, procedures and strategies required for each metric under the function 

area. If the policies, procedures and strategies were formalized and documented, 

we rated the agency at Level 2, Defined. If not, we rated the agency at Level 1, 

Ad Hoc.  

 

We worked closely with the CSB and briefed the agency on the audit results for 

each function area of the FY 2019 IG FISMA Reporting Metrics.  

 

Appendix A provides the OIG response to each FISMA metric, as submitted to 

the Office of Management and Budget on October 18, 2019.  
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Prior Audit 
 

During our testing of the CSB’s FY 2019 FISMA compliance, we followed up on 

deficiencies identified in the FY 2018 FISMA audit, as documented in Report 

No. 19-P-0147, CSB Still Needs to Improve Its “Incident Response” and “Identity 

and Access Management” Information Security Functions, dated May 9, 2019. 

We reported that the CSB lacked documented procedures and needed 

improvement in three domains: (1) Identity and Access Management, (2) Data 

Protection and Privacy, and (3) Incident Response. Specifically, we found that the 

CSB did not:  

 

• Define or implement processes regarding Personal Identity Verification 

cards for physical and logical access.  

• Define policies or procedures for data exfiltration and enhanced network 

defenses.  

• Identify or define its incident handling policies and procedures to address 

containment, eradication and recovery of systems.  

• Document or formalize its rationale for not having an automated system 

for the detection of potential incidents.  

• Document procedures to generate alerts based on log data analysis and 

record pertinent data of suspicious activity to respond to cybersecurity 

events. 

 

The CSB completed corrective actions for the last four recommendations in the 

list above. See Appendix B for more details on the status of these corrective 

actions.  

 

Results 
 

The CSB’s information security program is assessed overall at the Level 2, 

Defined, maturity level. Table 2 specifies the maturity level for each function area 

and the associated domains.  

 
Table 2: Maturity level of reviewed CSB function areas and domains 

Function 
area Domain 

Overall OIG-
assessed maturity 

level 

Identify Risk Management Level 2, Defined 

Protect Configuration Management Level 2, Defined 

Protect Identity and Access Management Level 2, Defined  

Protect Data Protection and Privacy Level 2, Defined  

Protect Security Training Level 2, Defined  

Detect Information Security Continuous Monitoring Level 2, Defined  

Respond Incident Response Level 2, Defined  

Recover Contingency Planning Level 2, Defined  

Source: FY 2019 IG FISMA Reporting Metrics. 

https://www.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/report-csb-still-needs-improve-its-incident-response-and-identity-and
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However, in FY 2019, the CSB continued to need improvements for specific 

questions in the “Risk Management,” “Identity and Access Management,” and 

“Incident Response” domains, as shown in Table 3.  

 
Table 3: CSB domains that require further improvement  

Function 
area Domain FISMA questions that need improvement 

Identify Risk Management  
 

The CSB neither identified nor defined its risk 
management procedures for identifying, assessing or 
managing supply chain risk.*  
See Appendix A, FISMA Questions 5 and 6. 

Protect Identity and Access 
Management 
 

The CSB did not fully define or implement processes 
for the use of Personal Identity Verification cards for 
logical access. This issue was identified in a previous 
audit, and the CSB plans to complete corrective 
actions to resolve the deficiency by March 31, 2020. 
See Appendix A, FISMA Questions 24, 28 and 29.  

Respond Incident Response 
 

The CSB did not define incident response processes 
for the eradication of security incidents, as required 
by NIST, Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, 
Security Control: Incident Response – 4.  
See Appendix A, FISMA Question 55. 

Source: OIG analysis.  

*  Per 41 U.S.C. § 4713(k)(6), supply chain risk is defined as “the risk that any person may 
sabotage, maliciously introduce unwanted function, extract data, or otherwise manipulate the 
design, integrity, manufacturing, production, distribution, installation, operation, 
maintenance, disposition, or retirement of covered articles so as to surveil, deny, disrupt, or 
otherwise manipulate the function, use, or operation of the covered articles or information 
stored or transmitted on the covered articles.” 

 

Conclusion 
 

The CSB would greatly improve and strengthen its cybersecurity program by 

fully defining the policies, procedures and strategies to manage supply chain risks 

and eradicate security incidents. Improvements in the CSB’s supply chain 

management would allow the agency to guard against attacks on its network and 

keep critical resources available for end users. Likewise, improvements in the 

eradication of security incidents would greatly enhance the CSB’s response 

capability and provide the agency with a consistent approach for eliminating root 

causes of security breaches once they are contained. 

 

Recommendations 
 

We recommend that the Chairperson for the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard 

Investigation Board: 

 

1. Define and document risk management procedures for identifying, 

assessing and managing information technology supply chain risk. 
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2. Define and document incident handling capabilities for the eradication of 

security incidents, as required by the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology, Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, Security Control: 

Incident Response – 4.  

 

CSB Response and OIG Assessment 
 

The CSB agreed with our recommendations and provided acceptable planned 

corrective actions and milestone dates. The CSB stated it would update its Board 

Order 34, Information Technology Security Program, to document its risk 

management procedures by April 30, 2020. We consider this recommendation 

resolved with corrective action pending. The CSB stated it would update 

Appendix F of Board Order 34 to define and document its incident handling 

capabilities by January 31, 2020. The CSB provided documentation that it 

completed this corrective action. The CSB’s complete response is in Appendix C.  
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Status of Recommendations and  
Potential Monetary Benefits 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Rec. 
No. 

Page 
No. Subject Status1 Action Official 

Planned 
Completion 

Date  

Potential 
Monetary 
Benefits 

(in $000s) 

1 5 Define and document risk management procedures for 
identifying, assessing and managing information technology 
supply chain risk. 

R Chairperson, 
U.S. Chemical Safety and 

Hazard Investigation Board 

4/30/20    

2 6 Define and document incident handling capabilities for the 
eradication of security incidents, as required by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, Special Publication 800-
53, Revision 4, Security Control: Incident Response – 4. 

C Chairperson, 
U.S. Chemical Safety and 

Hazard Investigation Board 

1/31/20   

        

        

        

        

        

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
1 C = Corrective action completed.  

R = Recommendation resolved with corrective action pending.  
U = Recommendation unresolved with resolution efforts in progress
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Appendix A 
 

OIG-Completed Department of Homeland Security CyberScope Template  
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Appendix B 
 

Status of CSB Corrective Actions for  
FY 2018 FISMA Audit Recommendations 

 

The below table details the OIG’s analysis of the corrective actions that the CSB has 

implemented for the recommendations issued in OIG Report No. 19-P-0147, CSB Still Needs to 

Improve Its “Incident Response” and “Identity and Access Management” Information Security 

Functions, dated May 9, 2019.  

 

Recommendation Corrective action 
OIG analysis of 

corrective action status 

1 Implement use of Homeland 
Security Presidential Directive-12, 
regarding Personal Identity 
Verification card technology for 
physical and logical access, as 
required. If unable to implement 
this card technology, obtain a 
waiver from the Office of 
Management and Budget not to 
operate as required by the 
National Institute of Standards 
and Technology.  

The CSB has identified the 
necessary software and settings in 
its Active Directory and Group 
Policy configuration and will work 
towards enabling Personal Identity 
Verification login for those 
employees with domain 
administrative responsibilities. 
 
The CSB provided evidence that 
settings for domain administrators 
were updated on October 24, 
2019, to require multifactor 
authentication, with full 
implementation for all users to be 
completed by March 31, 2020. 

Open. Corrective actions 
in process. 
 
Planned Completion 
Date: 3/31/20 

2 Document policies and 
procedures for data exfiltration 
and enhanced network defenses, 
as required by National Institute 
of Standards and Technology 
Special Publication 800-53 
(specifically, the “System and 
Information Integrity” control).  

The CSB thoroughly documented 
its system integrity controls, 
specifically according to NIST 
Special Publication 800-53, SI-1 
(System and Information Integrity 
Policy and Procedures) and SI-4 
(Information System Monitoring, 
specifically SI-4(4) and SI-4(8)), in 
the Information System Security 
Plan.  

Completed on 5/30/19 

3 Define and document incident 
handling policies and procedures 
that address containment, 
eradication and recovery, as 
required by National Institute of 
Standards and Technology 
Special Publication 800-53 
(specifically, the “Incident 
Response” control).  

The CSB reviewed and revised the 
Information System Contingency 
Plan of the General Support 
System—which addresses data 
security, integrity, backup, 
recovery and reconstitution—and 
the Incident Response policy in 
Appendix F of Board Order 34, 
Information Technology Security 
Program. 

Completed on 5/17/19 

https://www.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/report-csb-still-needs-improve-its-incident-response-and-identity-and
https://www.epa.gov/office-inspector-general/report-csb-still-needs-improve-its-incident-response-and-identity-and
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Recommendation Corrective action 
OIG analysis of 

corrective action status 

4 Document and formalize within 
the CSB policies and procedures 
the agency’s rationale for not 
having an automated system for 
the detection of potential 
incidents.  

The CSB is a micro-agency with a 
limited number of systems. System 
logging can generate alerts from 
firewalls, antimalware and 
antispam software, and server 
event log (see Recommendation 5 
for more detail), but the agency 
does not maintain a centralized 
system for detecting incidents 
across all systems. The CSB 
documented more thoroughly in 
the Information System Security 
Plan where and how these logging 
capabilities, alerts and records are 
generated and kept. 

Completed on 5/30/19 

5 Document established 
procedures to generate alerts 
based on log data analysis and to 
record pertinent data for 
suspicious activity.  

The CSB’s systems record events 
and activity through various system 
logging capabilities—antispam 
logging, malware defense logs, 
Windows event logs, Cisco ASA 
firewall logs, application event logs 
and so on. Some of those 
generate alerts based on unusual 
activity. The CSB documented 
more thoroughly in the Information 
System Security Plan where and 
how these logging capabilities, 
alerts and records are generated 
and kept. 

Completed on 5/30/19 

Source: OIG analysis.  
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Appendix C 

 

CSB Response to Draft Report 
 

 
November 20, 2019  

Mr. Rudy M. Brevard 

Director, Information Resources Management Directorate 

Office of Inspector General 

Office of Audit and Evaluation 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Washington, DC 20460 

 

Dear Mr. Brevard: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the FY2019 Federal Information Security 

Modernization Act (FISMA) draft report entitled “CSB Needs to Improve Its “Risk 

Management,” “Identity and Access Management,” and “Incident Response” Information 

Security Functions (Project # OA&E-FYI 9-0213. 

The Chemical Safety Board (CSB) acknowledges the two recommendations identified in the 

FISMA report and offer the following comments and observations with respect to the 

recommendations identified: 

Recommendation #1: Define and document risk management procedures for 
identifying, assessing and managing information technology supply chain risk. 

The CSB concurs with this finding. The CSB will more thoroughly document its risk 

management procedures as regards supply chain risk, in a new section of Board Order 34, 

Information Technology Security Program. 

Expected Completion Date: April 30, 2020 
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Recommendation #2: Define and document incident handling capabilities for the 
eradication of security incidents, as required by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, Special Publication 800-53, Revision 4, Security Control: Incident 
Response — 4. 

The CSB concurs with this finding. The CSB will more thoroughly document its incident 

handling procedures, specifically in the area of eradication and verification, in Appendix F of 

Board Order 34, Information Technology Security Program. 

Expected Completion Date: January 31, 2020 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide our comments to this report. If you have any 

questions regarding our responses, please contact our OIG Liaison, Ms. Anna Brown, at (202) 

261-7639. 

 
Dr. Kristen M. Kulinowski 

Interim Executive Authority 
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Appendix D 
 

Distribution 
 

Chairperson and Member, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 

Board Members, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board  

Chief Information Officer, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 

Deputy Chief Information Officer, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 

General Counsel, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board  

Director of Administration and Audit Liaison, U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard 

Investigation Board 
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